Abstract. We propose a new first-order primal-dual optimization framework for a convex optimization template with broad applications. Our optimization algorithms feature optimal convergence guarantees under a variety of common structure assumptions on the problem template. Our analysis relies on a novel combination of three classic ideas applied to the primal-dual gap function: smoothing, acceleration, and homotopy. The algorithms due to the new approach achieve the best known convergence rate results, in particular when the template consists of only non-smooth functions. We also outline a restart strategy for the acceleration to significantly enhance the practical performance. We demonstate relations with the augmented Lagrangian method and show how to exploit the strongly convex objectives with rigorous convergence rate guarantees. We provide numerical evidence with two examples and illustrate that the new methods can outperform the state-of-the-art, including Chambolle-Pock, and the alternating direction method-of-multipliers algorithms.
1. Introduction. We propose a new analysis framework for designing primal-dual optimization algorithms to obtain numerical solutions to the following convex optimization template described in the primal space:
where f : R n → R ∪ {+∞} and g : R m → R ∪ {+∞} are proper, closed and convex functions; X = dom (P ) is the domain of P , and A ∈ R m×n is given. For generality, we do not impose any smoothness assumption on f and g. In particular, we refer to (1.1) as a nonsmooth composite minimization problem.
Associated with the primal problem (1.1), we define the following dual formulation:
where f * (·) and g * are the Fenchel conjugate of f and g, respectively, and Y = dom (D) is the domain of D. Clearly, (1.2) has exactly the same form as (1.1) in the dual space.
The templates (1.1)-(1.2) provide a unified formulation for a broad set of applications in various disciplines, see, e.g., [6, 10, 12, 14, 36, 45, 57] . While problem (1.1) is presented in the unconstrained form, it automatically covers constrained settings by means of indicator functions. For example, (1.1) covers the following prototypical optimization template via g(z) := δ {c} (z) (i.e., the indicator function of the convex set {c}):
where f is a proper, closed and convex function as in (1.1). Note that (1.3) is sufficiently general to cover standard convex optimization subclasses, such as conic programming, monotropic programming, and geometric programming, as specific instances [5, 7, 9] . Among classical convex optimization methods, the primal-dual approach is perhaps one of the best candidates to solve the primal-dual pair (1.1)-(1.2). Theory and methods along this approach have been developed for several decades and have led to various algorithms, see, e.g., [1, 9, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 26, 28, 29, 31, 32, 35, 37, 38, 39, 43, 47, 48, 50, 56] , and the references quoted therein. A more thorough comparison between existing primal-dual methods and our approach in this paper is postponed to Section 7. There are several reasons for our emphasis on first-order primal-dual methods for (1.1)-(1.2), with the most obvious one being their scalability. Coupled with recent demand for low-to-medium accuracy solutions in applications, these methods indeed provide important trade-offs between the complexity-per-iteration and the iteration-convergence rate along with the ability to distribute and decentralize the computation.
Unfortunately, the newfound popularity of primal-dual optimization has lead to an explosion in the number of different algorithmic variants, each of which requires different set of assumptions on problem settings or methods, such as strong convexity, error bound conditions, metric regularity, Lipschitz gradient, Kurdyka-Lojasiewicz conditions or penalty parameter tuning [11, 34, 33] . As a result, the optimal choice of the algorithm for a given application is often unclear as it is not guided by theoretical principles, but rather trial-and-error procedures, which can incur unpredictable computational costs. A vast list of references can be found, e.g., in [13, 50] .
To this end, we address the following key question: "Can we construct heuristic-free, accelerated first-order primal-dual methods for nonsmooth composite minimization that have the best convergence rate guarantees?" To our knowledge, this question have never been addressed fully in a unified fashion in this generality. It is obvious that our theory presented in this paper is still applicable to the smooth cases of f without requiring neither Lipschitz gradient nor strongly convex-type assumption. Such a model covers serval important applications such as graphical learning models and Poisson imaging reconstruction [55] .
1.1. Our approach. Associated with the primal problem (1.1) and the dual one (1.2), we define G(w) := P (x) − D(y), (1.4) as a primal-dual gap function, where w is the primal-dual variable. The gap function G in (1.4) is convex in terms of the concatenated primal-dual variable w := (x, y). Under strong duality, we have G(w ) = 0 if and only if w = (x , y ) is a primal-dual solution of (1.1) and (1.2). The gap function (1.4) is widely used in convex optimization and variational inequalities, see, e.g., [24] . Several researchers have already used the gap function as a tool to characterize the convergence of optimization algorithms, e.g., within a variational inequality framework [13, 29, 48] .
In stark contrast with the existing literature, our analysis relies on a novel combination of three ideas applied to the primal-dual gap function: smoothing, acceleration, and homotopy. While some combinations of these techniques have already been studied in the literature, their full combination is important and has not been studied yet.
Smoothing: We can obtain a smoothed estimate of the gap function within Nesterov's smoothing technique applied to f and g [3, 44] . In the sequel, we denote the smoothed gap function G γβ (w) := P β (x) − D γ (y) to G(w), where P β is a smoothed approximation to P depending on the smoothness parameter β > 0, and D γ is a smoothed approximation to D depending on the smoothness parameter γ > 0. By smoothed approximation, we mean the same max-form approximation as [44] . However, it is still unclear how to properly choose these smoothness parameters.
Acceleration: Using an accelerated scheme, we will design new primal-dual decomposition methods that satisfy the following smoothed gap reduction model:
where {w k } and the parameters are generated by the algorithms with τ k ∈ [0, 1) and {max {ψ k , 0}} converges to zero. Similar ideas have been proposed before; for instance, Nesterov's excessive gap technique [43] is a special case of the gap reduction model (1.5) when ψ k ≤ 0.
Homotopy: We will design algorithms to maintain (1.5) while simulatenously updating β k , γ k and τ k to zero to achieve the optimal convergence rate based on the assumptions on the problem template. This strategy will also allow our theoretical guarantees not to depend on the diameter of the feasible sets. A similar technique is also proposed in [43] , but only for symmetric primal-dual methods. It is also used in conjunction with Nesterov's smoothing technique in [8] for unconstrained problem but had only the O(ln(k)/k) convergence rate.
Note that without homotopy, we can directly apply Nesterov's accelerated methods to minimize the smoothed gap function G γβ for given γ > 0 and β > 0. In this case, these smoothness parameters must be fixed a priori depending on the desired accuracy and the prox-diameter of both the primal and dual problems, which may not applicable to (1.1) or (1.3) due to the unboundedness of the dual feasible domain.
1.2. Our contributions. To this end, the main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows, which consists of three parts:
(a) (Theory) We propose to use differentiable smoothing prox function to smooth both primal and dual objective functions, which allows us to update the smoothness parameters in a heuristic-free manner. We introduce a new model-based gap reduction condition for constructing optimal first-order primal-dual methods that can operate in a black-box fashion (in the sense of [44] ). Our analysis technique unifies several classical concepts in convex optimization, from Auslander's gap function and Nesterov's smoothing technique to the accelerated proximal gradient descent method, in a nontrivial manner. We also prove a fundamental bound on the primal objective residual and the feasibility violation for (1.3), which leads to the main results of our convergence guarantees. (b) (Algorithms and convergence theory) We propose two novel primal-dual first order algorithms for solving (1.1) and (1.3). The first algorithm requires to perform only one primal step and one dual step without using primal averaging scheme. The second algorithm needs one primal step and two dual steps but using a weighted averaging scheme on the primal. We prove the O(1/k) convergence rate on the objective residual P (x k ) − P of (1.1) for both algorithms, which is the best known in the literature for the fully nonsmooth setting case. For the constrained case (1.3), we also prove the convergence of both algorithms in terms of the primal objective residual and the feasibility violation, both achieve the O(1/k) convergence rate, and are independent of the prox-diameters compared to existing smoothing techniques [3, 43, 44] . (c) (Special cases) We illustrate that the new techniques enable us to exploit additional structures, including the augmented Lagrangian smoothing, and the strong convexity of the objectives. We show the flexibility of our framework by applying it to different constrained settings including conic programs. Let us emphasize some key aspects of this work in detail. First, our characterization is radically different from existing results such as in [4, 13, 22, 28, 29, 48, 50] thanks to the separation of the convergence rates for primal optimality and the feasibility. We believe this is important since the separate constraint feasibility guarantee can act as a consensus rate in distributed optimization. Second, our assumptions cover a much broader class of problems: we can trade-off primal optimality and constraint feasibility without any heuristic strategy, and our convergence rates seem to be the best known rate for the class of fully nonsmooth problems (1.1) so far. Third, our augmented Lagrangian algorithm generates simultaneously both the primal-dual sequence compared to existing augmented Lagrangian algorithms, while it maintains its O 1 k 2 -optimal convergence rate both on the objective residual and on the feasibility gap. Fourth, we also describe how to adapt known structures on the objective and constraint components, such as strong convexity. Fifth, this work significantly expands on our earlier conference work [52] not only with new methods but also by demonstrating the impact of warm-start and restart. Finally, our follow up work [54] also demonstrates how our analysis framework and uncertainty principles extend to cover alternating direction optimization methods.
1.3. Paper organization. In Section 2, we propose a smoothing technique with proximity functions for (1.1)-(1.2) to estimate the primal-dual gap. We also investigate the properties of smoothed gap function and introduce the model-based gap reduction condition. Section 3 presents the first primal-dual algorithmic framework using accelerated (proximal-) gradient schemes for solving (1.1)-(1.2) and its convergence theory. Section 4 provides the second primal-dual algorithmic framework using averaging sequences for solving (1.1)-(1.2) and its convergence theory. Section 5 specifies different instances of our algorithmic framework for (1.1)-(1.2) under other common optimization structures and generalizes it to the cone constraint Ax − c ∈ K. A comparison between our approach and existing methods is given in Section 7. For clarity of exposition, technical proofs of the results in the main text are moved to the appendix.
2.
Smoothed gap function and optimality characterization. We propose to smooth the primal-dual gap function defined by (1.4) by proximity functions. Then, we provide a key lemma to characterize the optimality condition for (1.1) and (1.2).
Basic notation.
We use x 2 for the Euclidean norm. Given a matrix S, we define a semi-norm of x as x S := Sx, Sx . When S is the identity matrix I, we recover the standard Euclidean norm. When S S is positive definite, the semi-norm becomes the weighted-norm. Its dual norm exists and is defined by u S, * = max { u, v : v S = 1}. When S S is not positive definite, we still consider the quantity u S, * = max { u, v : v S = 1}, although u S, * is finite if only if u ∈ Ran(S ).
We also use · X (resp. · Y ) and · X , * (resp. · Y, * ) for the (semi) norm and the corresponding dual norm in the primal space X (resp. the dual space Y). Given a proper, closed, and convex function f , we use dom (f ) and ∂f (x) to denote its domain and its subdifferential at x. If f is differentiable, then we use ∇f (x) for its gradient at x. For a given set C, δ C (x) := 0 if x ∈ C and δ C (x) := +∞, otherwise, denotes the indicator function of C.
For a smooth function f : Z → R, we say that f has a L f -Lipschitz gradient with respect to the semi-norm · Z if for any z,z ∈ dom (f ), we have ∇f
the class of all convex functions f with L fLipschitz gradient. We also use µ f ≡ µ(f ) for the strong convexity parameter of a convex function f w.r.t. the semi-norm · Z , i.e., f (·) − (µ f /2) · 2 Z is convex. For a proper, closed and convex function f , we use prox f to denote its proximal operator, which is defined as prox f (z) :
Smooth proximity functions and Bregman distance. We use the following two mathematical tools in the sequel.
2.2.1. Proximity functions. Given a nonempty, closed and convex set Z, a continuous, and µ p -strongly convex function p w.r.t. the semi-norm · S is called a proximity function (or prox-function) of Z if Z ⊆ dom (p). We also denotē
as the prox-center of p and the prox-diameter of Z, respectively. Without loss of generality, we can assume that µ p = 1 and p(z c ) = 0. Otherwise, we can shift and rescale p. Moreover, D Z ≥ 0, and it is finite if Z is bounded.
In addition to the strong convexity, we also limit our class of prox-functions to the smooth ones, which have a Lipschitz gradient with the Lipschitz constant L p ≥ 1. We denote this class of prox-functions by S 1,1
Instead of smoothing the primal-dual problems (1.1)-(1.2) by smooth proximity functions, we use a Bregman distance defined via p Z as
where
We use in the sequel ∇b Z for ∇ 1 b Z .
2.3. Basic assumption. Our main assumption for problems (1.1)-(1.2) is to guarantee the strong duality, which essentially requires the following assumption (see, [1, Proposition 15.22] ).
Assumption A. 1. The solution set X of the primal problem (1.1) (or (1.3)) is nonempty. In addition, the following assumption holds for either
Under Assumption A.1, the strong duality for (1.1)-(1.2) holds, see, e.g., [1] . The solution set Y of the dual problem (1.2) is nonempty, and
Let W := X × Y be the primal-dual (or the saddle point) set of (1.
In addition, we can write the optimality condition of (1.1)-(1.2) as follows:
− A y ∈ ∂f (x ) and y ∈ ∂g(Ax ).
(2.4)
Note that this condition can be written as 0 ∈ ∂f (x ) + A ∂g(Ax ) for the primal problem (1.1), and 0 ∈ ∂g * (y ) − A∂f * (−A y ) for the dual problem (1.2).
Smoothed primal-dual gap function.
The gap function G defined in (1.4) is convex but generally nonsmooth. This subsection introduces a smoothed primal-dual gap function that approximates G using smooth prox-functions.
2.4.1. The first smoothed approximation. Let b X be a Bregman distance defined on X , andẋ ∈ R n be given, we consider an approximation to D(·) as
where γ > 0 is a dual smoothness parameter. The minimization subproblem in (2.5) always admits a solution, which is denoted by x * γ (y;ẋ) ∈ arg min
We emphasize that our algorithms presented in the next sections support parallel and distributed computation for the decomposable setting of (1.1) or (1.3), where f is decomposed into N terms as f (x) := N i=1 f i (x i ) with the i-th block being in R ni such that N i=1 n i = n. In this case, we can choose a separable prox-function to generate a decomposable Bregman distance (1.2) . By exploiting this decomposable structure, we can evaluate the smoothed dual function and its gradient in a parallel or distributed fashion. We will discuss the detail of this setting in the sequel, see, Section 5.
2.4.2.
The second smoothed approximation. Let b Y be a Bregman distance defined on Y the feasible set of the dual problem (1.2) andẏ ∈ R m . We consider an approximation to the objective g(·) in (1.1) as
where β > 0 is a primal smoothness parameter. We also denote the solution of the maximization problem in (2.7) by y * β (u;ẏ), i.e.: y * β (u;ẏ) := arg max
We consider an approximation to the primal objective P as
This function is the second smoothed approximation for the primal problem. We note that if
, which has a closed form.
2.5.
Smoothed gap function and its properties. Given D γ and P β defined by (2.5) and (2.9), respectively, and the primal-dual variable w = (x, y), the smoothed primal-dual gap (or the smoothed gap) G γβ is now defined as
where γ and β are two smoothness parameters.
The following lemma provides fundamental bounds of the objective residual P (x)−P for the unconstrained form (1.1), and the objective residual f (x) − f and the feasibility gap Ax − b for the constrained form (1.3). For clarity of exposition, we move its proof to Appendix A.2.
Lemma 2.1. Let G γβ be the smoothed gap function defined by (2.10) and S β (x) := P β (x;ẏ) − P = f (x) + g β (Ax;ẏ) − P be the smoothed objective residual. Then, we have
Suppose that g(·) := δ {c} (·). Then, for any y ∈ Y and x ∈ X , one has
The following primal objective residual and feasibility gap estimates hold for (1.3):
where the quantity under the square root is always nonnegative. The estimates (2.12) and (2.13) are independent of optimization methods used to construct {w k } for the primal-dual variable w = (x, y). However, their convergence guarantee depends on the smoothness parameters γ k and β k . Hence, the convergence rate of the objective residual f (x k ) − f and feasibility gap Ax k − c depends on the rate of {(γ k , β k )}. The second inequality in (2.11) shows that the distance between y * β (Ax;ẏ) and y is controlled by quantities that will remain bounded. In practice, we observed that y * β (Ax;ẏ) seems to be converging to y . Hence, restarting the algorithm withẏ = y * β (Ax;ẏ), as we will do in the experiments will not hurt too much convergence, even in unfavorable cases.
3. The accelerated primal-dual gap reduction algorithm. Our new scheme builds upon Nesterov's acceleration idea [41, 42] . At each iteration, we apply an accelerated proximalgradient step to minimize f + g β . Since f + g β is nonsmooth, we use the proximal operator of f to generate a proximal-gradient step. As a key feature, we must update the parameters τ k and β k simultaneously at each iteration with analytical updating formulas.
where τ k ∈ (0, 1] and β k > 0 are parameters that will be defined in the sequel. The constantL A is defined asL
The ASGARD scheme requires a mirror step in g * to get y * β k+1 (·;ẏ) in (2.8) and a proximal step of f . Computing this proximal step can be implemented in parallel when the decomposition structure in (1.1) is available as discussed above.
The following lemma shows thatx k+1 updated by (ASGARD) decreases the smoothed objective residual P β k (x k ) − P , whose proof can be found in Appendix A.3.1.
Lemma 3.1. Let us choose τ 0 := 1. If τ k ∈ (0, 1) is the unique positive root of the cubic polynomial equation
Moreover,
The primal-dual algorithmic template. Similarly to the accelerated scheme [2, 41] , we can eliminatex k in (ASGARD) by combining its first and last line to obtain
Now, we combine all the ingredients presented previously and this step to obtain a primal-dual algorithmic template for solving (1.1) as in Algorithm 1.
Choosex 0 ∈ X arbitrarily, and setx
Compute the dual step by solving
Compute the primal stepx k+1 using the prox f of f as
.
End for
The computationally heavy steps of Algorithm 1 are given by Steps 4 and 5. At Step 4, y * β k+1
(Ax k ;ẏ) needs a matrix-vector multiplication Ax and one prox g * . If g(·) := δ {c} (·) and
Step 5, the algorithm requires one proximal step on f , which can be implemented in parallel when f has a decomposable structure. For this step, we need one adjoint matrix-vector multiplication A y.
Convergence analysis.
Our first main result is the following theorem, which shows the O(1/k) convergence rate of Algorithm 1 for both the unconstrained problem (1.1) and the constrained setting (1.3).
Theorem 3.2. Let {x k } be the primal sequence generated by Algorithm 1 for any β 1 > 0, and
If dom (g) = Y, then the primal objective residual of (1.1) satisfies
where y
, then the following bounds hold for problem (1.3):
2) follows directly from (3.1) and this inequality. If g(·) = δ {c} (·), then we apply Lemma 2.1 and use the bound on the smoothed optimality gap given in Lemma 3.1 with noting thatx
we obtain the bounds as in (3.3) .
As a special case, if g is Lipschitz continuous, then dom (∂g) is bounded [1] . For (3.3), note that if we chooseẏ := 0 m , then the bounds (3.3) can be further simplified as 4. The accelerated dual smoothed gap reduction method. Algorithm 1 can be viewed as an accelerated proximal scheme applying to minimize the function P γ (·;ẏ) defined in (2.9). Now, we exploit the smoothed gap function G γβ defined by (2.10) to develop a novel primal scheme for solving (1.1). Our goal is to design a new scheme to compute a primal-dual sequence {w k } and a parameter sequence
we derive a scheme to compute a new point w k+1 := (x k+1 ,ȳ k+1 ) as follows:
where τ k ∈ (0, 1) and the parameters β k > 0 and γ k+1 > 0 will be updated in the sequel. The points x * γ k+1 (ŷ k ;ẋ) and y * β k (Ax k ;ẏ) are computed by (2.6) and (2.8), respectively. This scheme requires one primal step for x * γ k+1
(ŷ k ;ẋ), one dual step for y * β k (Ax k ;ẏ), and one dual proximalgradient step forȳ k+1 . Since the accelerated step is applied to g γ , we call this scheme the Accelerated Dual Smoothed GAp ReDuction (ADSGARD) scheme.
The following lemma, whose proof is in Appendix A.4, shows thatw k+1 updated by ADS-GARD decreases the smoothed gap G γ k β k (w k ) with at least a factor of (1 − τ k ).
Lemma 4.1. Letw k+1 := (x k+1 ,ȳ k+1 ) be updated by the ADSGARD scheme. Then, if τ k ∈ (0, 1], β k and γ k are chosen such that β 1 γ 1 ≥L A and
k+2 for k ≥ 1. The parameters β k and γ k computed by β 1 γ 1 =L A and
The primal-dual algorithmic template.
We combine all the ingredients presented in the previous subsections to obtain a primal-dual algorithmic template for solving (1.1) as shown in Algorithm 2.
6: Update the primal vector:
, and β k+2 := (1 − τ k+1 )β k+1 .
End for
We note that since τ 0 = 1, Step 3 shows thatŷ 0 =ȳ * 0 , and while Step 6 leads tox 1 =x * 1 . The main steps of Algorithm 2 are Steps 4, 5 and 7, where we need to solve the subproblem (2.6), and to update two dual steps, respectively. The first dual step requires the proximal operator prox ρg * of g * , while the second dual step computesȳ * k+1 = y * β k+1
(Ax k+1 ;ẏ).
When g(·) := δ {c} (·) the indicator of {c} in the constrained problem (1.3), we have
The first dual step only require one matrix-vector multiplication Ax. Clearly, by
Step 6, it follows that
, and by Step 7, we haveȳ *
Step 5. Finally, we can derive an update rule for y * k as
Consequently, each iteration of Algorithm 2 requires one solution of the primal step at Step 4, one matrix-vector multiplication Ax and the adjoint A y.
Convergence analysis.
The following theorem shows the convergence of Algorithm 2. For the constrained setting (1.3), we still have the lower bound on f (
If dom (g) = Y, then the following convergence bound holds
, then the following bounds for (1.3) hold:
. Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.2, we obtain the bound (4.4). The bounds in (4.5) are the consequences of Lemma 2.1 using − c) . Hence, we can consider x as a center even though we do not know it. We shall develop the consequences of such a choice in the Section 5.1.
5. Special instances of the primal-dual gap reduction framework. We specify our ADSGARD scheme to handle two special cases: augmented Lagrangian method and strongly convex objective. Then, we provide an extension of our algorithms to a general cone constraint.
5.1. Accelerated smoothing augmented Lagrangian gap reduction method. The augmented Lagrangian (AL) method is a classical optimization technique, and has widely been used in various applications due to its emergingly practical performance. In this section, we customize Algorithm 2 using ADSGARD to solve the constrained convex problem (1.3) . The inexact variant of this algorithm can be found in our early technical report [53, Section 5.3] .
The augmented Lagrangian smoother. We choose here
. This is indeed the augmented term for the Lagrange function of (1.3). Note that even thoughẋ is unknown, b X (x,ẋ) can be computed easily using the equality Ax = c.
We specify the primal-dual ADSGARD scheme with the augmented Lagrangian smoother for fixed γ k+1 = γ 0 as follows:
where τ k ∈ (0, 1), γ 0 > 0 is the penalty (or the primal smoothness) parameter, and β k is the dual smoothness parameter. As a result, this method is called Accelerated Smoothing Augmented Lagrangian GAp ReDuction (ASALGARD) scheme. This scheme consists of two dual steps at lines 1 and 3. However, we can combine these steps as in (4.3) so that it requires only one matrix-vector multiplication Ax. Consequently, the complexity-per-iteration of ASALGARD remains essentially the same as the standard augmented Lagrangian method [7] .
The update rule for parameters. In our augmented Lagrangian method, we only need to update τ k and β k such that
Using the equality in these conditions and defining τ k := t −1 k , we can derive
Here, we fix β 1 > 0 and choose t 0 := 1. The algorithm template. We modify Algorithm 2 to obtain the following augmented Lagrangian variant, Algorithm 3. The main step of Algorithm 3 is the solution of the primal convex subproblem (5.2). In general, solving this subproblem remains challenging due to the non-separability of the quadratic term Ax−b 2 2 . We can numerically solve it by using either alternating direction optimization methods or other first-order methods. The convergence analysis of inexact augmented Lagrangian methods can be found in [40] .
Convergence guarantee. The following proposition shows the convergence of Algorithm 3, whose proof is moved to Appendix A.5.
Proposition 5.1. Let {w k } be the sequence generated by Algorithm 3. Then, we have
As a consequence, the worst-case iteration-complexity of Algorithm 3 to achieve an ε-primal so-
Algorithm 3 (Accelerated Smoothing Augmented Lagrangian GAp ReDuction (ASALGARD))
Initialization: 1: Choose an initial value γ 0 > 0 and β 0 := 1. Set t 0 := 1 and
6: Update t k+1 := 0.5 1 + 1 + 4t 2 k and β k+2 := (t k+1 − 1)t
End for
The estimate (5.3) guides us to choose a large value for γ 0 such that we obtain better convergence bounds. However, if γ 0 is too large, then the complexity of solving the subproblem (5.2) increases commensurately. In practice, γ 0 is often updated using a heuristic strategy [7, 9] . In general settings, since the solutionx * k+1 computed by (5.2) requires to solve a generic convex problem, it no longer has a closed form expression.
The strongly convex objective case.
If the objective function f of (1.1) is strongly convex with the convexity parameter µ f > 0, then it is well-known [44] that its conjugate f * is smooth, and its gradient ∇f . The primal-dual update scheme. In this subsection, we only illustrate the modification of ADSGARD to solve the strongly convex primal problem (1.1) as
We note that we no longer have the dual smoothness parameter γ k . Hence, the conditions (4.1) of Lemma 4.1 reduce to
From these conditions we can derive the update rule for τ k and β k as in Algorithm 3, which is
Here, we fix
and choose t 0 := 1. Convergence guarantee. The following proposition shows the convergence of ADSGARD µ , whose proof is in Appendix A.6. Proposition 5.2. Suppose that the objective f of the constrained convex problem (1.3) is strongly convex with the convexity parameter µ f > 0. Let w k be generated by (ADSGARD µ ) using the update rule (5.5). Then
This result shows that (ADSGARD µ ) has the O(1/k 2 ) convergence rate w.r.t. to the objective residual and the feasibility gap. We note that in both Propositions 5.1 and 5.2, the bounds only depend on the quantities in the dual space andL A .
Extension to general cone constraints.
The theory presented in the previous sections can be extended to solve the following general constrained convex optimization problem:
where f , A and b are defined as in (1.3), and K is a nonempty, closed and convex set in R m . If K is bounded, then a simple way to process (5.7) is using a slack variable r ∈ K such that r := Ax−b and z := (x, r) as a new variable. Then we can transform (5.7) into (1.3) with respect to the new variable z. The primal subproblem corresponding to r is defined as min { −y, r : r ∈ K}, which is equivalent to the support function s K (y) := sup { y, r : r ∈ K} of K. Consequently, the dual function becomesg(y) := g(y) − s K (y), where g(y) := min {f (x) + Ax − b, y : x ∈ X }. Now, we can apply the algorithms presented in the previous sections to obtain an approximate solutionz k := (x k ,r k ) with a convergence guarantee on f ( 
where K * is the dual cone of K, which is defined as K * := {z : z, x ≥ 0, x ∈ K}. With this definition, we use the smoothed gap functionĜ γβ asĜ γβ (w;ẇ) :=P β (x;ẏ) − D γ (y;ẋ), where D γ (y;ẋ) := min {f (x) + Ax − c, y + γb X (x,ẋ) : x ∈ X } is the smoothed dual function defined as before, andP β (x;ẏ) := f (x) +ĝ β (Ax,ẏ).
In principle, we can apply one of the two previous schemes to solve (5.7 ). Let us demonstrate the ADSGARD for this case. Since K is a cone, we remain using the original scheme (ADSGARD) with the following changes:
where proj −K * is the projection onto the cone −K * . In this case, we still have the convergence guarantee as in Theorem 4.2 for the objective residual f (x k ) − f and the primal feasibility gap dist Ax k − c, K . We note that if K is a self-dual conic cone, then
andȳ k+1 can be either efficiently computed or a closed form.
5.4.
Restarting. Similar to other accelerated gradient algorithms in [25, 46, 51] , restarting ASGARD and ADSGARD may lead to a faster algorithm in practice. We discuss in this subsection how to restart these two algorithms using a fixed iteration restarting strategy [46] . If we consider ASGARD, then, when a restart takes place, we perform the following:
(5.9)
Restarting the primal variable atx k+1 is classical, see, e.g., [46] . For the dual center pointẏ, we suggest to restart it at the last dual variable computed. Indeed, by (2.11), we know that the distance between y * β k+1
(Ax k ;ẏ) and the optimal solution y will remain bounded. Hence, in the favorable cases, we will benefit from a smaller distance between the new center point and y , while in the unfavorable cases, restarting should not affect too much the convergence. For ADSGARD, we suggest to restart it as follows:
(5.10)
Understanding the actual consequences of the restart procedure as well as designing other conditions for restarting are still open questions, even for the unconstrained case. Yet we observe that it often significantly improves the convergence speed in practice.
6. Numerical experiments. In this section, we provide some key examples to illustrate the advantages of our new algorithms compared to existing state-of-the-arts. While other numerical experiments can be found in our technical reports [53] , we instead focus some extreme cases where existing methods may encounter arbitrarily slow convergence rate due to lack of theory, while our methods exhibits the O(1/k) rate as predicted by the theory.
A degenerate linear program.
We aim at comparing different algorithms to solve the following simple linear program:
The second inequality is repeated d − 1 times, which makes the problem degenerate. Yet, qualification conditions hold since this is a linear program. This fits into our framework with f (x) := 2x n + δ {xn≥0} (x n ), Ax := [
and g(·) := δ {c} (·). A primal and dual solution can be found explicitly and by playing with the sizes n and d of the problem, one can control the degree of degeneracy.
In this test, we chose n = 10 and d = 200. We implement both ASGARD and ADSGARD and their restarting variants. In Figure 6 .1, we compare our methods against the Chambolle-Pock method [13] . We can see that the Chambolle-Pock method struggles with the degeneracy while ASGARD still exhibits a O(1/k) sublinear rate of convergence.
In Figure 6 .2, we compare methods requiring the resolution of a nontrivial optimization problem at each iteration. In this case, the inversion of a rank deficient linear system, we thus compare (ASALGARD) with and without restart against ADMM [9] . For ADMM, we selected the step-size parameter by sweeping from small values to large values and choosing the one that gives the fastest performance. Here also, our algorithm resists to the degeneracy and restarting improves the performance.
6.2. Generalized convex feasibility problem. Given N nonempty, closed and convex sets X i ⊆ R n for i = 1, · · · , N , we consider the following optimization problem:
where s Xi is the support function of X i , and A i ∈ R n×m is given for i = 1, · · · , N . It is trivial to show that the dual problem of (6.2) is the following generalization of convex feasibility problem in convex optimization:
Clearly, when A i = I the identity matrix, (6.3) becomes the well-known convex feasibility problem. When A i = I for some i ∈ {1, · · · , N } and A i = A, otherwise, (6.3) becomes the multiple-set split feasibility problem as considered in the literature. Assume that (6.3) has solution and N ≥ 2. Hence, (6.2) and (6.3) satisfy Assumption A.1. Our aim is to apply Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 to solve the primal problem (6.2), and compare them with the most state-of-the-art ADMM algorithm with multiple blocks [21] . Clearly, with nonorthogonal A i , the primal subproblem of computing x i in the parallel-ADMM scheme [21] does not have a closed form solution, we typically need to solve it iteratively up to a given accuracy. In addition, by a change of variable, we can rescale the iterates such that ADMM does not depend on the penalty parameter when solving (6.2) . With the use of Euclidean distance for our smoother, Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 can solve the primal subproblem (2.6) in x i with a closed form solution, which just require the projection onto X i .
The first experiment is for N = 2. We choose X 1 := y ∈ R n : y 1 − n j=2 y j ≤ 1 and X 2 := {y ∈ R n : n i=2 y j ≤ −1} to be two half-planes, where > 0 is fixed. The constant represents the angle between these half-planes. It is well-known [54] that the ADMM algorithm can be written equivalently to an alternating projection method on the dual space. The convergence of this algorithm strongly depends on the angle between these sets. By varying , we observe the convergence speed of ADMM, while our algorithms seem not to depend on . Figure 6 .3 shows the convergence rate on the absolute feasibility N i=1 x i 2 of three algorithms for n = 10, 000. Since the objective value is always zero, we omit its plot here. The theoretical version of Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 exhibits a convergence rate slightly better than O(1/k) and is independent of , while ADMM can be arbitrarily slow as decreases. ADMM very soon drops to a certain accuracy and then is saturated at that level before it converges. Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 also quickly converge to 10 −5 accuracy and then make slow progress to achieve the 10 −6 accuracy. We also notice that the averaging sequence of ADMM converges at the O(1/k) rate but it remains far away from our theoretical rate in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2. If we combine these two algorithms with our restarting strategy, both algorithms converges after 102 iterations. We see that Algorithm 1 performs very similar to Algorithm 2. We can also observe that the performance of our algorithms depends onL A and initial points, but it is relatively independent of the geometric structure of problems as opposed to the ADMM scheme for solving (6.2). Now we extend to the case N = 3 and N = 4, where we add two more sets X 3 and X 4 . We choose X 3 := y ∈ R n : 0.5 y 1 − n j=2 y j = 1 to be a hyperplane in R n , and X 4 := y ∈ R n : −y 1 + n j=3 y j ≤ 1 to be a half-plane in R n . We test our algorithms and the multiblock-ADMM method in [21] and the results are plotted in Figure 6 .4 for the case n = 10, 000. In both cases, ADMM still make a slow progress as is decreasing and N is increasing. Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 seem to scale slightly to N . We note that since A i = I for i = 1, · · · , N . The complexity-per-iterations of three algorithms in our experiment is essentially the same, and is not necessary to report.
7.
A comparison between our results and existing methods. We have presented a new primal-dual framework and two main algorithms (one with a primal flavor and one with a dual flavor) together with two special cases. We now summarize the main differences between our approach and existing methods in the literature.
Problem structure assumptions. Our approach requires the convexity and the existence of primal and dual solutions of (1.1). We argue that such assumptions are mild for (1.1) and (1.2) and can be verified a priori. We emphasize that existing primal-dual methods including decomposition [50] , spitting, and alternating direction methods require other structure assumptions on either f , such as Lipschitz gradient, strong convexity, error bound conditions, or the boundedness of both the primal and dual feasible sets, which may not be satisfied for (1.1) [19, 18, 20, 13, 47, 48] . Convergence characterization. We characterize the O(1/k)-convergence rate of the objective residual P (x k ) − P for (1.1) without any smoothness or strong convexity-type assumption on f or g. According to [44] , this convergence is optimal for the class of nonsmooth convex problems (1.1). Our convergence rate does not depend on the smoothness parameter γ as in [3, 44] , but still requires the boundedness of ∂g(·). Unfortunately, we do now have the convergence of the iterates.
For the constrained setting (1.3), we can characterize the O(1/k)-convergence rate on both the primal objective residual f (x k ) − f and the feasibility gap Ax k − c separately. We note that this rate has been often achieved via a Lipschitz gradient assumption on f as seen in [19, 18, 20, 13, 47, 48] . Otherwise, without additional assumptions, we can obtain such a rate only in joint primal-dual variables (x k , y k ) as in [13, 28, 29] . For multiple objective terms, [21] considered different types of parallel-ADMM algorithms, but the convergence characterization at the end is o(1/ √ k) on the feasibility. Specifically, we develop two different types of algorithms, one with a weighted averaging scheme and without any averaging at all in the primal space. In addition, our bounds on (1.3) only depend on the distance between the initial points and an optimal solution instead of both the primal and the dual prox-diameters as in [13, 28, 29] , which are applicable to problems with unbounded domain.
Decomposition methods. Our basic methods broadly fall under the class of decomposition methods in contrast to alternating direction methods, such as ADMM. We note that the convergence rate guarantee in existing ADMM methods apply to the reformulated problems rather than the original one. Some authors directly developed ADMM for solving (1.1) [30] . However, unless other additional assumptions are imposed, ADMM is failed to converge with more than two blocks as shown in [15, 21] . Other authors have attempted to provide conditions for the convergence of multiblock ADMM, e.g., [35] . These conditions are relatively generic and do not provide a clear recipe on how to choose the parameters properly. One fundamental disadvantage of ADMM is that it requires to process the linear operators in each subproblem, which is often nontrivial in many applications, while our methods do not require any augmented term and can avoid this drawback.
Smoothing and smoothness parameter updates. We use differentiable smoothing functions in contrast to Nesterov's smoothing technique in [44] . We propose explicit rules to update the smoothness parameters simultaneously. We emphasize that this is one of the key contributions of this paper. In Nesterov's smoothing methods [44] , the smoothness parameter is set a priori proportional to the ratio ε D X between the accuracy and the prox-diameter D X of X . It is clear that this parameter is often very small which leads to large Lipschitz constant in the smoothed dual function. Hence, the algorithm with fixed smoothness parameter often has a poor performance. To the best of our knowledge, we propose here the first adaptive primal-dual algorithms for smoothness parameters without sacrificing the O(1/k) rate.
Averaging vs. non-averaging. Most existing methods employ either non-weighted averaging [13, 28, 29, 50] or weighted averaging schemes [19, 47, 48] to guarantee the O(1/k) rate on the primal sequence. While we also provide a weighted averaging scheme, we alternatively derive a method without any averaging in the primal for solving (1.1). The non-averaging schemes are important since averaging may destroy key structures, such as the sparsity or low-rankness in sparse optimization. Our weighted averaging scheme has increasing weight at the later iterates compared to non-weighted averaging schemes [13, 28, 29, 50] . As indicated in [18, 20] , weighted averaging schemes has better performance guarantee than non-weighted ones.
We have attempted to review various primal-dual methods which are most related to our work. It is still worth mentioning other primal-dual methods that based on augmented Lagrangian methods such as alternating direction methods (e.g., AMA, ADMM and their variants) [9, 31, 32, 56] , Bregman and other splitting methods [1, 17, 23, 26, 39, 37, 38] , and using variational inequality framework [13, 29, 27] . While most of these works have not considered the global convergence rate of the proposed algorithms, a few of them characterized the convergence rate in unweighted averaging schemes or use a more general variational inequality/monotone inclusion framework to study (1.1) and (1.2). Hence, the results achieved are distinct from our results. A.1. Technical results. We first prove the following basic lemma, which will be used to analyze the convergence of our algorithms in the main text.
Lemma A.1. Let h be a proper, closed and convex function defined on Z, and h * is its Fenchel conjugate. Let b Z be a Bregman distance as defined in (2.2) with a weighted norm. We define a smoothed approximation of h as
whereż ∈ Z is fixed and β > 0 is a smoothness parameter. We also denote by z * β (z;ż) the solution of the maximization problem in (A.1). Then, the following facts hold:
(a) We have a relation between the partial derivatives of (z, β) → h β (z;ż) as
(b) For all z ∈ Z, β → h β (z;ż) is convex, and for β k+1 , β k > 0 andz ∈ Z, we have
(c) h β (·;ż) has a 1/β-Lipschitz gradient in · Z, * . Hence, for allz,ẑ ∈ Z, we have
(d) Both functions h and h β evaluated at different points z,ẑ ∈ Z satisfy
(e) If · Z is derived from a scalar product, then, for all τ > 0,z,ẑ ∈ Z, we have
We can control the influence of a change in the center points fromż 1 toż 2 using the following estimate:
Proof. We prove from item (a) to item (f) as follows.
(a) Since h β (y) is defined by the maximization of a strongly convex program in (A.1), where the function in the max operator is linear in β and convex in z, the minimizer z * β (z;ż) is unique. By the classical marginal derivative theorem [49] , the function is differentiable with respect to β and z. In addition, ∇ z h β (z;ż) = z * β (z;ż). 
(e) The classical equality (1 − τ )a + τ c 2 = (1 − τ ) a 2 + τ c 2 − τ (1 − τ ) a − c 2 directly implies the result for any norm · deriving from a scalar product.
(f) Let us denote by z * β,1 = z * β (z;ż 1 ) and z * β,2 := z * β (z;ż 2 ). Using the definition of h β in (A.1) and its optimality condition, we can derive
which proves (A.7).
A.2. The proof of Lemma 2.1: Key bounds for approximate solutions. We consider the smooth objective residual S β (x) := f (x) + g β (Ax;ẏ) − f (x ) + g(Ax ) . By using the definition of g β , we can derive that 8) where the last line is the equality case in the Fenchel-Young inequality using the fact that A x ∈ ∂g * (y ). Similarly, we have
Combining (A.8), (A.9), the definition (2.10) of G γβ (·;ẇ), and the strong duality condition (2.3), we can show that
where the last inequality holds because g * is convex and Ax ∈ ∂g * (y ) due to (2.4) . This proves the first inequality of (2.11), .
Since b Y (·;ẏ) is 1-strongly convex w.r.t. the weighted-norm, using the optimality condition of the maximization problem in (2.7) at y := y , and u := Ax, we obtain
By (2.4), we have −A y ∈ ∂f (x ). Using this and the convexity of f , we have f (x) ≥ f + A(x − x ), y . Summing up the last inequality and (A.11), then using the definition of S β (x), we obtain
which implies the second estimate in (2.11), where the last inequality is due to the Fenchel-Young equality g(Ax ) + g * (y ) = Ax , y . Now, we consider the choice g(·) := δ {c} (·) in the constrained setting (1.3). Under Assumption A.1, any w := (x , y ) ∈ W is a saddle point of the Lagrange function L(x, y) :
for all (x, y) ∈ W, which proves (2.12). Finally, we prove (2.13). Indeed, using the definition of g and g β , and Ax = c, we can write
We then using the lower bound inequality (2.12) to get
where g(Ax ) = 0 due to the feasibility of x , i.e., Ax = c. Now, it is obvious that
Hence, combining this estimate and (A.13) we obtain the first inequality in (2.13).
As
The last equality comes from the formula of the Fenchel conjugate of the squared norm. Combining this inequality with (A.13), we obtain
Rearranging this expression and using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain 
which is the second estimate of (2.13).
A.3. The convergence analysis of the ASGARD method. In this appendix, we provide the full convergence analysis of the ASGARD algorithm. First, we prove a key inequality to maintain the optimality gap reduction condition.
Lemma A.2. Let us denote S k := P β k (x k ) − P * = f (x k ) + g β k (Ax k ;ẏ) − f (x ) − g(Ax ). If τ k ∈ (0, 1], then
(A.14)
Proof. Using Lemma A.1 with h := g and h β := g β , Z := Y and z := Ax, we can proceed as 15) where the last inequality comes from the definition ofxFirst, using the optimality condition for problem (2.9), we obtain
Second, using the definition of f * γ (·;ẋ) in (2.5), we can show that
Let us define an auxiliary term T k as .23) and let us consider the change of variable u := (1 − τ k )ȳ k + τ k y for y ∈ Y. Then u ∈ Y and u −ŷ k = τ k (y −ȳ * k ) we have 
Finally, we estimate T k in (A.23) using the strong convexity of b X (·,ẋ) as follows: As β 1 γ 1 ≥L A andȳ * 0 :=ẏ, we get G γ1β1 (w 1 ;ẇ) ≤ 0. Next, we set the equality in three conditions of (4.1) to get γ k+1 = γ k (1 + τ k /L b X ) −1 , β k+1 = (1 − τ k )β k and (1 − τ k )β k γ k+1 = τ Secondly, note that the conclusions of Lemma 4.1 are valid for any semi-norm. In particular, if we choose β 1 γ 0 ≥L A = 1,
Eliminating β k+1 and β k in the equalities, we get . We then conclude using Lemma 2.1 and the fact that b X (x ,ẋ) = 0:
and
The proposition is proved. . We obtain the conclusion of Proposition 5.2 by using Lemma 2.1.
